Mathematical characterisation Symbol explanation
Fermentation parameters, coefficients and terms, implicated in mixing, aeration, oxygen and heat transfer, suitable as scale-up variables to be kept constant alone or combined with each other or other process-relevant variables, preferably but not necessarily, as dimensionless groups as described and discussed, e.g. by Hubbard (1987) and Wang and Cooney (1997) Parameter/coefficient Mathematical characterisation Symbol explanation
Power input (P); volumetric power input (P/V) 
OTR=oxygen transfer rate from gas to liquid phase; k L =mass transfer coefficient; a=specific interfacial surface area; C G =oxygen saturation concentration in the gas phase; C L =measured oxygen saturation concentration in the liquid phase; L O2 =oxygen solubility in the liquid phase; pO 2G =partial pressure of oxygen in the gas phase; pO 2L =partial pressure of oxygen in the liquid phase;
P=power input; V R =fermenter reaction volume; v s =superficial gas velocity; a′, b and c as specific fluid constants to be determined experimentally 
